8 crazy and inventive ways students have
cheated in exams
1. Writing notes on the back of a calculator in pencil

It's hard to see.
A few people on the thread said they use this method as it's impossible to see
the notes unless you look at the calculator very closely.
One person said: "Keep the calculator at such an angle that it is only visible to
you. And if you are going to get caught most of the scientific calculators have
covers. Put the cover on it.
"Be aware your teacher may also know this... And there is no way to get rid of
this."

2. Writing notes on fingernails

Now, invigilators can probably see your fingernails, and you'd have to have
very neat handwriting, but people on the thread said this is a method they used.

3. Hollowing out pens to hide secret notes

4. Calculators with memory functions are used to hide test
answers and formulas

http://exampassed.net/products/scientific-exam-cheat-textgraphing-calculator

5. Smart watches which look like digital watches have been used
People filmed their test papers using tiny cameras hidden in their watches.
These images were then sent to other people taking the exams.
http://exampassed.net/products/hd-5mp-autofocus-smartwatch-camera

6. Students ask for their papers to be returned after marking and
make it look like teachers have made a mistake

Anthony Y., who used to be a teacher, said: "After the exams were returned,
students would go through and change or add content in their answers to make it
look like the grader had overlooked or misinterpreted something. Then they
would go to the professor and ask for a re-grade to get points back." Doing this
convincingly is not as difficult as it may sound, because answers in engineering
often involve giant messes of diagrams, math and prose. Grading them can be
quite difficult, and mistakes are common."

Hint you can use erasable pen for this cheat!

7. Drawing answers on an eraser, which is then flipped over

8. And this crazy story from a medical school in India
B.H.K. wrote: "All this would pale in comparison to what I have seen, and to
this day, remains a mockery of all other examination cheating I have ever seen.
This was at a medical college in India. (No, I won't tell you which one!) One of
the students throws his question paper out through the window.
"Someone else who isn't taking the exam waits at ground level, picks it up and
leaves. On the street just outside the college/class a van with a public address
system waits. The question paper is delivered to it, inside which all the crooks
are seated with books, notes, guides, whatever it takes - who start dictating
answers via broadcast! Everyone passes!"

More exam hints and tips:
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